No One Is Too Small to Make a Difference is a book by climate activist Greta Thunberg. It was published on 30 May 2019. It consists of a collection of eleven speeches which she has written and presented about global warming and the climate crisis. Greta Thunberg has presented the speeches in front of the UN, the EU, the World Economic Forum and during demonstrations and protests. One of her most famous speeches which appears in the book, is “Our House Is on Fire”. Her namesake organization, Sydney’s Book Club, has donated more than 19,000 books to families, schools, and libraries around the world. Through story-time videos and messages on social media, Sydney and her siblings share their love of books and encourage other young readers. 

Turn the Page. How Green Is Your Book? by Karla Olson. Readers who want to minimize the environmental footprint of their personal libraries can learn to identify sustainable products from environmentally-responsible publishers and booksellers. See more ideas about books, you make a difference, social issues. These are great resources and books to become an advocate to understand social issues dealing with international affairs, poverty and justice issues to empower you to become the world changer you were born to be. I Love Books Great Books My Books Classic Must Read Books Classics To Read Books To Read In Your 20s Best Books Of All Time Books To Read Before You Die Reading Lists.